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We construct the binary Golay code (24, 12,8) obtained as the binary image, 
certain basis, of a principal ideal in a group algebra over a finite field. 
relative to a 
1. Introduction 
Definitions and results on coding theory, used in this paper, are well-known and 
can be found in [2]. The Galois field of order q is denoted by IF,. 
The Golay code (24, 12,8) is one of the most interesting binary codes with 
many algebraic and combina’oric properties. Started with a technic introduced by 
Camion [l] in the binary case, we will construct a code using the group algebra 
F,[G], G being the additive group of IF,. The binary image of this code. relatively 
to a certain basis, is the Golay code. 
First let us recall that: 
(a) If K is a commutative field and G an abelian group, the group algebra 
K[G] consists of the formal sums C REG x,XR with x, E K. Addition and multiphca- 
tion are such that 
1 xgxg + c ygxg = c (Xg + y,)X”, 
cc XgXR)(C ygxgl = c 1 x,yhxg+h 
g 
(g + is the of g h in If G {g,, g,, . . then 1 is identified 
(x,,, . . x+,) then the of K[G] codes over 
(b) If = F,r ul, u2 l l u, a of K over F,, then binary image. 
relatively of (a,, . a,,) in K” 
Ui of their 
A doubly-even code is a code such that every code word has weight 
multiple of 4. 
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2, The result 
I.,ct (P Ix a primitive root of IF, such that myR =(Y + 1, A the group algebra FJG] 
with G the additive group of );x anti x =l+X(l+aX”+bXh+cXc) with a=ar, 
h = 68. (’ - d* 
Theoretn. Tltu hitrury irnuge, relatively to thu basis u1 = d, u2 =- of, rd3 - iii’, of he 
pritrciprl ided gettercrted by x is he Gohy code (24, 12, 8). 
j I] P. hmirn Efutle de wdcri t?foaiw ahelienci madulalre~ autoduau~ de petite6 longueua kws une 
contrikution de F. Pwparata)., Revue du C&&x-NS 79-2 (19791 S-24. 
121 F.J. MacWilliamr and N.J.A. Sloane, The Thw-y of Error-Correcting Code6 bJocth-Holland, 
Amsterdam, 1977,. 
